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THE PRESIDENT’S LETTER:  

James B. Garrison 

The Importance of Stories 
 
In my last column I wrote about the importance of “place” and how a 
sense of place and context enhances the understanding of stories. I’d like 
to discuss the idea of “story” more deeply, since it is the primary takea-
way from the experience with an historic place. Historic Preservation has 
always stressed the importance of the tangible artifact – a building, an 
object, or a place. These have some immutable qualities that are not open 
to interpretation, but most impressions are actually the result of a story 
that is attached to the historic resource.. 
 
Events happen, that is fact, but how they are recorded is story. Even eye-
witness accounts can vary greatly, but certain facts remain. That a person 
lived or died is fact. An event may or may have not left a physical im-
print on the place so it might totally be recalled from story. It is up to in-
terpreters and historians to separate the immutable facts from the story. 
They provide the context for how the story has evolved, since once some-
thing becomes “history” it becomes part of a broader narrative. 
 
Landscapes3, the comprehensive plan for Chester County lists “Preserve 
the stories of our cultural heritage and connect them to our residents and 
our future” as an objective for the goal of preserving our historic re-
sources and landscapes. This objective requires that both the tangible evi-
dence be protected and the intangible stories be shared and interpreted. 
As the story of our region, and of our nation, becomes more nuanced and 
inclusive, it is incumbent on us, as being leaders in historic preservation 
to understand, and act upon the objectives spelled out in Landscapes3. 
 
We have the opportunity coming up in 2026 with the 250th anniversary of 
the Declaration of Independence, to reconsider our heritage and the prin-
ciples that were behind that document. It is not “rewriting history” but 
expanding our understanding through a broader examination of what has 
come down to us in places, objects and stories. The Centennial and Bi-
centennial were as much about their times as recalling the events of 1776. 
This observance will be no different, and by being more inclusive will 
hopefully increase the multi-faceted role historic preservation plays in 
our current lives. 
 
The Network is a key member of the Heritage Coalition which will be 
strengthening the ties between our municipalities, local non-profits and 
our partners at the county, state and federal governments. The Coalition 
is a large presence in making our regional plans for the 250th. The focus 
isn’t about having everyone tell the same story, but is more about open-
ing up to new voices so our history is truly a shared resource. 
 

James B. Garrison, CCHPN President 
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     The mission of CCHPN is to connect 
local governments, organizations, and 
individuals in their efforts to protect, 
preserve, and promote the historic re-
sources and cultural landscapes of Ches-
ter County through communication and 
education.  

CHESTER COUNTY LEDGER  

Mission Statement 

 
     As the official newsletter of the Chester County Historic Preserva-
tion Network (CCHPN), the purpose of the Chester County Ledger is to 
raise awareness of Chester County’s history and historic character, to 
encourage the public to preserve the physical evidence of that history, 
and to educate the public and members of municipal historical organ-
izations in best preservation  practices. 

A New Beginning 
By: James. B. Garrison, CCHPN President  

 
This issue of the Ledger is about transitions. The Network would like to 
thank Jane Dorchester for her work in bringing a level of professionalism 
and meaningful content to the publication as she moves on to other pur-
suits. We have a temporary editorial group for this issue and are looking 
forward to a new editor for 2022. 
 
This issue celebrates new voices and connections. The county-wide 
Juneteenth celebration sets the stage for even bigger, more inclusive 
events as we move toward the 250th anniversary of the signing of the 
Declaration of Independence in 2026. You will note a piece from our 
Heritage Coalition which is part of the planning committee for the 250th. 
The Chester County Planning Commission and the Network welcomes 
Dan Shachar-Krasnoff from St. Louis. Dan succeeds Karen Marshall who 
retired this year, but will remain an important part of the Network. We all 
thank her for her years of service to the County and congratulate her as 
the Rebecca Lukens Award winner from the National Iron & Steel Herit-
age Museum. 
 
We are looking forward to the next generation for the Ledger as a place 
to strengthen our partnerships with local, county and state governments 
to promote historic preservation and the appreciation of our cultural her-
itage in Chester County. There are so many great places with stories to 
tell. The Kimberton Village National Register Historic District is one 
such place. Kimberton has strong connections to the Abolitionist move-
ment, the Underground Railroad and education for girls and women at 
the French Creek Boarding School. The celebrated local artist John R. 
Peirce created a bird’s eye view of what it may have looked like in 1835. 
The monumental painting hangs in the lobby of the historic Kimberton 
Inn.  
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Juneteenth Festival 2021 
Journeying Toward Freedom:  Remembering the Past, 

Embracing the Present, Creating the Future  
By: Beverly Sheppard, Heritage Task Force Chair 

From ice cream socials and theatrical performances to an even-
ing of prayer and a culinary feast, Chester County’s Juneteenth 
Festival 2021 showcased our county’s continuing commitment 
to social justice and equality.  The Festival took place from 
June 12 until the end of the month and engaged communities 
across the county.  More than thirty separate programs, includ-
ing three keynote events, drew hundreds of residents and visi-
tors to celebrate the nation’s first recognized celebration of the 
end of slavery in the United States.   

In a stunning piece of timing, on June 17,  President Joe Biden 
signed into law the official designation of June 19 as a federal 
holiday, giving national recognition to a day commemorating 
emancipation.  The proclamation added to the excitement 
throughout the Juneteenth weekend. 

The keynote events brought nationally-known speakers and a 
remarkable culinary event to Chester County.  Poet Dr. Joshua 
Bennett sold out the historic Open Air Theatre at Longwood 
Gardens on a beautiful summer night.  His performance, poet-
ry, and moving interview with Greg Thompson, Executive Di-
rector of Voices Underground, set a tone of love and compas-

sion amidst the continuing struggles for justice and equality, encouraging the audience to “Continue the Jour-
ney.”  Following the program, guests were invited to an illuminated fountain performance, titled “Freedom.”    

Caroline Randall Williams highlighted the June 19th program at Cheyney University with her biographically-
grounded stories of the pain at the heart of the Black experience.  She was joined by the winners of the “I Mat-
ter” poetry competition for young writers.  Created and launched by 14-year-old Isabella Hanson, the project 

Greg Thompson, execu ve director of Voices Under-
ground, with poet Joshua Benne . Photo Credit: Voic-
es Underground. 

Speaker Caroline Randall Williams. Photo Credit:  Voices Un-
derground. 

Winners of I Ma er poetry compe on on stage at Cheney 
University. Photo Credit: Voices Underground.  
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was established to give young people a way to 
process the pain they experienced in witnessing 
the violence and injustice disproportionately by 
Blacks. 

The beautiful rural setting of Lincoln University 
served as the background for an inventive and 
delicious three-course dinner, prepared by Chef 
Elijah Milligan and his team.  Milligan is the 
founder of Cooking for the Culture, a culinary 
team that spotlights African American chefs. 
His current project, the Greenwood Supper Club, 
continues to feature brown and black chefs.  The 
evening’s menu, a first course inspired by the 
sea, and a second course inspired by the land, 

referred to the routes taken by runaway slaves. 
Throughout the evening, the concept of gathering to-
gether for a shared meal, supported  the underlying 
theme of reconciliation. 

Community-based programs extended the celebration 
with locally-based events. The Juneteenth Festival as 
a whole illustrated the power and reach of a major 
collaborative project.  Events were held in 
Coatesville, Phoenixville, West Chester, Kennett 
Square and at Lincoln University, and Cheyney Uni-
versity.  The two universities were especially fitting 
sites as Cheyney, founded in 1837, is the nation’s first 
Historically Black College and University (HBCU) 
and Lincoln University became the first degree-
granting HBCU. 

Dinner with chef Elijah Milligan at Lincoln University . Photo Credit: 
Voices Underground.   

United States Colored Troops: Agents of Emancipa on. Photo 
Credit: Beverley Sheppard.   

Ligh ng the Way Workshop American Legion Hall. Photo Credit: Beverley 
Sheppard.  

Always Free: Oni Lasana as Mary Ella Grandberry. 
Photo Credit: Beverley Sheppard.  
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Several county-based museums and history centers and even cemeteries also hosted programs, including Long-
wood Gardens, the West Chester History Center, the Kennett Underground Railroad Center, Historic Kennett 
Square, the Kennett Heritage Center, the Charles Melton Arts and Education Center, and the Passtown Ceme-
tery, Bucktoe Cemetery, Longwood Cemetery, and Chestnut Grove Cemetery.   
 
To add to the celebration, the full schedule of Town Tours and Village Walks, presented by the Chester Coun-
ty Planning Commission and extending through the summer, have all been designed to continue the themes of 
abolition, the underground railroad, and the continuing campaign toward social justice in the county. 
 
The Juneteenth Core Steering Committee – Alex Parham, Greg Thompson, Beverly Sheppard, and Ravonda 
Dalton-Rand -- were joined by an amazing group of incredibly hardworking community leaders and countless 
volunteers, every one of whom is responsible for the clear success of a first-time event.  Plans for 2022 are just 
getting underway. 

Kenne  Underground Railroad Center. Photo Credit:  File photograph. Kenne  Underground Railroad Center. Photo 
Credit: File photograph.   

Ice cream social. Photo Credit:  Beverley Sheppard.  
Li le Library at Kenne  Underground Railroad 
Center. Photo Credit:  File photograph.   
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“Manys the Bones of the Poor fellow that Lies Buried not very Deep…”:  
Conflict Archaeology and the 1777 Philadelphia Campaign in Chester County 

By Wade P. Catts, President and Principal, South River Heritage Consulting 
 

 The late summer of 1777 in southeastern Pennsylvania witnessed a military campaign which resulted 
in the capture of Philadelphia by the British army.  Major engagements between American and Crown forces 
occurred at Brandywine and Germantown, with maneuvering in the Great Valley, the aborted Battle of the 
Clouds, the disaster at Paoli, and the destruction of the French Creek Industrial Complex.  The military actions 
during this campaign involved tens of thousands of soldiers supported by larger numbers of livestock, and 
hundreds of wagons.  The fighting and moving of these two forces dramatically affected the colonial settle-
ment of the region, leaving scars and physical evidence that in some cases took decades to recover from, and 
remarkably can still be discovered through archaeology.  

 
Fields of conflict, including battlefields, campsites, field fortifications, industrial sites, hospital sites, 

and burial sites, are the locations of temporary actions superimposed on preexisting cultural landscapes. 
Studying battlefields requires a unique combination of military history, archaeology, and landscape assess-
ment.  Knowledge of the historical development of the place the battle occurred is critical in understanding the 
event and the subsequent changes that may have taken place.  

Ground penetra ng radar (GPR) at the French Creek Con nental Industrial Complex in East Pikeland Township succeeded in lo-

ca ng several principal elements of the site, including the head race (to le ), the graining mill (center), and the stamping mill 

(right). The image above shows what’s 95 cm beneath the ground. Photo Credit: Wade P. Ca s. 
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In Chester County, the landscape traversed by the armies had been settled for nearly a century.  That 
cultural landscape was formed and affected by a variety of human-generated actions, such as transportation 
systems, agricultural development, milling, settlement patterns, and population change. These cultural  
changes exerted influences both before and after the battle.  The scene of military action is a thin veneer of 
a single violent event, superimposed on this ever-changing cultural landscape, but its presence is discerna-
ble and recoverable, if archaeologists are given the opportunity to do so and the various townships are cog-
nizant of the potentials and willing to commit to collect the data. 

 
For more than thirty years, the Brandywine Battlefield Task Force, The Chester County Planning Com-

mission, The Delaware County Planning Department, the local historical societies, and the various township 
historical commissions and boards have worked diligently to identify, interpret, promote, and protect the coun-
ty’s Revolutionary War resources.  Principal among these resources is the Brandywine Battlefield. Including 
the areas of fighting, maneuvering of the armies, retreat and encampment, the Brandywine Battlefield covers 
35,000 acres in two counties and 15 municipalities.  For the purposes of preservation and interpretation, it is im-
portant to note that no formal archaeological survey of the entire Brandywine battlefield has ever been com-
pleted. Instead, there have been only small-scale archaeological investigations linked with private develop-
ments and public projects. There is little or no concerted coordination for these surveys, as each is reliant on 
the townships governing bodies and management plans to determine whether they are needed, necessary, or 
required. 

 
Battle-related archaeological data is both extremely resilient 
and extremely fragile.   Even after an interval of more than 240 
years conflict artifacts are present in the region’s fields, forests, 
and the manicured lawns, but development actions (stripping 
topsoil, for example) can forever erase this below-ground evi-
dence.  The historical archaeology of battlefields and military 
actions is, in essence, forensic archaeology, attempting to re-
construct battle actions through the physical remains.  Battle-
field studies apply Edmond Locard’s Exchange Principle that 
“every contact leaves a trace.” Archaeologists have long ap-
plied this principle and are trained to look for and interpret the 
past through the material remains that are left behind.  Combin-
ing the physical remains of the battle with the documentary 
record and topography, archaeologist strive to reconstruct the 
events of a military engagement.   Studies of battlefields re-
vealed that considerable amounts of battlefield debris, such 
as lead shot, buckles, buttons, entrenchments, and burials, do 
survive and can be useful in determining the course of the bat-
tle.  Archaeologically, metal detection should not be done hap-
hazardly or without a research reason or purpose.  If metal de-
tection is undertaken, it should have an archaeological purpose 
and should seek to record every object found as precisely as 
possible, usually by digital mapping, and those recovered arti-
facts must be cataloged and curated.  Further the archaeologi-
cal information should be disseminated for historians and oth-
ers to use for battlefield interpretation.  These artifacts are a 
unique data source that can offer new interpretations of battle 
actions or augment existing battle stories.  
 
A very important element of battlefields are the potentials for 
discovery of human remains.  While in some cases, including 
places like the Old Kennett Meeting or the Birmingham 
Friends Meeting, we know where some of the dead are buried, 

Published in The Times (Philadelphia) in May 1900, 

this anonymous ar cle underscores the very real po-

ten al for discovery of ba lefield burials on the Bran-

dywine Ba lefield.  
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in many other places we have no infor-
mation regarding the locations of burials.  
An historical context developed in 2019 
by Robert Selig and Wade Catts for the 
treatment of the Revolutionary War dead 
and wounded on battlefields (not hospi-
tals) found that there were a range of fac-
tors affecting burials, including location 
of the battle, the weather and the time of 
year, who controlled the battlefield after 
the fighting, how much time was availa-
ble for battlefield cleanup, and the char-
acter of the surrounding civilian commu-
nity.  The title quote for this article is 
from local historian Amos Brinton, who 
in 1895 wrote in that on the Brandywine 
battlefield human remains continued to 
be found fifty years after the fighting 

(c1827), with some of the dead discov-
ered “…Buried in Gullies along the Road 
side to be washed or Ploughed up when 

the Road menders [road crews] come….” 
Where it can be protected, recovered, and studied, there is still much to be learned from the archaeolog-

ical record of the Revolution in Chester County. 

Careful analysis of lead bullets recovered on ba lefields allows archaeologists 
to learn whether the balls are dropped or fired, their caliber, and where firing 
lines and target lines were located. Photo Credit: Wade P. Ca s 

Commission Assistance Mentoring Program (CAMP) 
By: Rob Williams, Chair, Tredyffrin Historical Commission  

 
Since I became Chair of the Tredyffrin Township Historical Commission (TTHC), I sought to learn 

how neighboring commissions and HARBs operate.  No sense in re-inventing the wheel.  I thought, surely 
there are many smooth-running groups that I can mimic. Some of those groups are other municipal historical 
commissions and HARB’s. The National Association of Preservation Commissions (NAPC) also offers clas-
ses and guidance based on their national reach with organizations of all different sizes. The CAMP 
(Commission Assistance and Mentoring Program) training is another resource. What I discovered is many of 
us who lead historic preservation groups are all on a journey.  Some are well down the path with smooth oper-
ations. Some are just forming.  Or re-forming, as is the case for Tredyffrin.  

 
The TTCH has six relatively new members, the most senior joined in 2018.  Without a good onboard-

ing process, our members’ knowledge of preservation purpose and practices is spotty.  The Township is also 
recognized as a Certified Local Government (CLG) by the Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation Office 
(PA SHPO), a legacy of the HARB in the 1990’s.  In 2019, when the SHPO revitalized the CLG program 
statewide, they did a quick survey of Tredyffrin’s existing practices.  It became clear that our historic re-
sources survey needs an update, and our ordinance requires renewal.   

 
 Lots to do.  Where to start?  As a former program manager for a manufacturing firm and now an MBA 

instructor for a local university, I saw step one to be the education of the members.  We need a common 
grounding in the core theory of historic preservation and contemporary best practices.  Lucky for all of us, 
there is a national membership association dedicated to helping historic commissions and HARBs - the NAPC 
(napcommissions.org)!   The NAPC CAMP® brings practicing professionals to your community with a train-
ing curriculum tailored to your needs. Fortunately, our CLG status enabled the township to apply for a grant 
tocover most of the modest cost of the CAMP program. 
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Now, who should we train?  The six commissioners, of course.  Tredyffrin Supervisors – yes, invite 
them.  Add in the Planning Commission.  Who else can help with our preservation mission?  The school dis-
trict, the library – yes, invite both.  And invite the local history group, Tredyffrin Easttown Historical Society.  
Several of the local non-profits and “Friends of...” groups could help - invite the Tredyffrin Township Preser-
vation Trust, Valley Forge Park Alliance, and Friends of Old Eagle School.  Did we think broadly enough?  
This is when I remember a powerful lesson from one of our public meetings.  Tredyffrin residents on the north 
side of the township expressed very different views than where I live on the south side.  When I looked a map 
of our township, I discovered we had two histories.   

 
Truly we hold two fundamentally different ways of viewing the historical contexts for our immediately 

surroundings.  Up north, Tredyffrin covers a section of the low lying “Great Valley”, once a regional agricul-
tural basin running from the Schuylkill River on the east to Downingtown out west.  To the south is the histor-
ic Lancaster Pike and the “Main Line”, centuries-old transportation thoroughfares running from Philadelphia 
to Lancaster and beyond.  These corridors were full of toll houses, villages, whistle stops and commercial en-
terprises serving wagons, rails, and automobiles.   

 
Tredyffrin shares a history along these routes.  To preserve our historic contextual story, we need our 

neighbors.  Ten townships from Chester, Delaware and Montgomery Counties were invited to the Tredyffrin 
CAMP (see map).  While we are all at different points along our preservation journeys, there is great oppor-
tunity to share knowledge, resources, and policies and practices.  Twenty-five representatives from a wonder-
fully diverse community of important stakeholders attended virtual training sessions July 26th and July 10th 
(correct dates?) with the four NAPC trainers.  As much as we learned from the trainers, I think we gained by 
getting to know one another across our region.  In the next edition of the CCHPN Ledger, I will share the what 
our group learned at our summer CAMP.   

Map showing the 2021 NACP CAMP par cipants. Photo Credit: Rob Williams.  
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Introducing PA-SHARE  
By: Shelby Splain, Education & Special Initiatives Coordinator, PHMC 

 
Did you know that CRGIS 
has been retired and re-
placed with a new state-of-
the-art system called PA-
SHARE? 
 
PA-SHARE, short for Pennsyl-
vania’s State Historic and Ar-
chaeological Resource Ex-
change, was launched in Feb-
ruary and replaced CRGIS as 
Pennsylvania’s online GIS da-
tabase of older and historic 
places.  
 

With PA-SHARE, you can do 
those things, but it is so much 
more than just a map-based in-

ventory of historic and archaeological sites and surveys. PA-SHARE is a sophisticated online data manage-
ment system hosting all PA SHPO program areas and is a primary tool for the public, agencies, and our part-
ners to make informed decisions, efficiently move through processes, and more easily collect historic and ar-
chaeological resource information. 
 

PA-SHARE does three important 
things. 

 
First, you can explore PA SHPO’s data-
base of historic places, search for pro-
jects and historical markers, and read 
reports using PA-SHARE’s powerful 
search and map tools. Anyone can ac-
cess a National Register nomination or 
historic context; if you purchase a Pro 
or Business account, you will have ac-
cess to PA SHPO’s digitized legacy da-
ta. This means no more trips to Harris-
burg to conduct research in the PA 
SHPO archive. 
 
Second, you can submit information about a historic place or Environmental Review project, request a Deter-
mination of Eligibility, send in a nomination for a Historical Marker or a Preservation Success Story through 
PA-SHARE.   
 
Third, PA-SHARE has a handy mobile tool called Surveyor. This app can be downloaded to your mobile de-
vice and streamlines survey work when you’re collecting data, photographs and map locations for dozens – or 
hundreds – of resources at a time. 
 
You can find PA-SHARE at share.phmc.pa.gov/pashare/landing. Use the Guest sign in option for your first 
time to see what the system has to offer and then consider signing up for the free Basic user account to enjoy 

Landing page of PA-SHARE where visitors can sign in using a free account or paid subscrip-

on.  

Screenshot of the search tool in PA-SHARE showing the various layers of infor-
ma on available including professional reports, historical markers, Na onal 
Register nomina ons and historic contexts.  
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more of what PA-SHARE has to offer.  You can learn more about PA-SHARE, what this new system can do 
and how to use it at phmc.pa.gov/PA-SHARE. These pages include FAQs, step-by-step instructions, subscrip-
tion options and more to help you become familiar with this new tool. PA SHPO also has a PA-SHARE Help 
Desk that can be reached at pashare@pa.gov.  

Screenshot of the search tool in PA-SHARE showing details about the Middle Pickering Rural Historic District.   

Welcome to CCPC’s New Heritage Preservation Coordinator 
By: Dan Shachar-Krasnoff, CCPC Heritage Preservation Coordinator 

 
I’m Dan Shachar-Krasnoff and I joined the Chester County Planning Commission as the Heritage Preservation 
Coordinator in May.  Having come from St. Louis, it has been exciting and challenging familiarizing myself 
with Chester County—approximately 760 square miles, with 73 municipalities and nearly 700 properties or 
districts determined eligible or listed on the National Register of Historic Places.   
 
The astonishing success of preservation in Chester County would not have happened without the dedicated 
work of my predecessors, Jane Davidson and Karen Marshall. Their work would not have been successful 
without the vigorous preservation advocates who have labored to value and preserve their communities.  Ad-
vocating for historic resource appreciation and protection, the Chester County Historic Preservation Network 
has fostered the creation of more than 50 historic commissions, committees, and societies.  
 
The mix of historic resources and open space in Chester County is magnificent.  Historic farmsteads, cross-
roads and towns abound in all areas of the county.  In the Midwest, where I am from, extant buildings dating 
from the 1830’s are rare, I have been awestruck by the number of 18th century structures still standing.  Well-
developed heritage themes help build understanding of the social and cultural environment in which the histor-
ic resources exist.  Seeing the early furnaces of Hopewell and Joanna and the ruins at Warwick informs the 
large-scale iron and steel production that today and which thousands during the 20th century.  The Quaker her-
itage of egalitarianism and social consciousness has been highlighted by this summer’s Town Tours.  Agricul-
tural endeavors continue to be an important component of Chester County.  Unlike many rural areas of my na-
tive Missouri, generally, historic farmhouses in Chester County remain occupied, not replaced by mid-century 
ranch houses or trailer homes.  The passionate stewardship of the Revolutionary War history in Chester Coun-
ty is also impressive.  Great efforts have been made and are ongoing in order to understand and interpret the 
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The Heritage Task Force Meets “America 250” 
By: Beverly Sheppard, Heritage Task Force Chair 

 
The Heritage Task Force will become a key partner in Chester County’s preparations for the celebration of 
America 250 in 2026.  The goals and challenges to both entities are remarkably well aligned.  The formation of 
the Heritage Task Force emerged for the growing need to identity and support the financial and interpretive 
needs of our non-profit history-based organizations.  These same organizations are critical to creating a com-
pelling and sustainable visitor experience throughout the upcoming celebrations.  Building the capacity of his-
toric sites to be visitor-ready to support heritage tourism and community pride leads the list of goals for both 
the Task Force and the 250th Commission. 
 
The work of the Heritage Task Force is already underway, identifying a robust list of history-based sites across 
the county and preparing a comprehensive survey to assess the financial and organizational capacity of each.  
This groundwork will support financial, interpretive, and marketing planning going forward.  Plans for the 
250th are beginning as well, appointing a Chester County Commission for America 250, identifying interpre-
tive themes, sharing in the site assessment, and developing essential partnerships.  The parallel work of both 
entities offers an extraordinary opportunity to renew public engagement with our history and to reflect on the 
role of the Chester County, past and present, as we examine the continuing journey to “form a more perfect 
union.” 

Philadelphia Campaign of 1777 - Battle of Brandywine, Battle of the Clouds, and Paoli Battlefield.  One ex-
ample is planning implementation of the Brandywine Battlefield Preservation Plan and subsequent Strategic 
Landscapes Plans through a Chester County Vision Partnership Program grant funded multi-municipal project 
addressing heritage outreach and pedestrian connectivity, Brandywine Battlefield National Historic Landmark 
Heritage Interpretation Plan. This Plan identifies heritage centers, interpretive sites, and thematic and physical 
linkages. It is considered a model for future heritage planning.   
 
My previous work in preservation did not allow the opportunity to promote and explain the history around us.  
It is exciting to help promote the value of the historic built environment.  The creation of Heritage Centers that 
are starting to proliferate in Chester County provides the opportunity for the public to learn about its multi-

faceted history. 
 
The fast-changing nature of the American 
economy and society means special care must 
be taken to ensure the unique characteristics 
of places, which are the gift from previous 
generations, are valued and protected.  New 
construction nationally has become indistin-
guishable from one place to another.  Stand-
ing in a new residential subdivision or com-
mercial development in the eastern part of the 
country, one often cannot discern characteris-
tics that distinguish it from another develop-
ment in the South, Mid-West, Mountain 
states or West Coast.   
 
This reality lends greater relevance on histor-
ic preservation initiatives.  I am excited and 
honored for the opportunity to partner with 
the Chester County Historic Preservation Net-
work to celebrate and preserve Chester 
County’s unique historic character.   

View of Warwick Furnace, Warwick Township. Photo Credit: James  
Garrison.  
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15th Rebecca Lukens Award Recipient, Karen Marshall  
By: James B. Garrison, CCHPN President  

 
 

 

relationships between residents, historical commissions and 
organizations; resulting in the completion 

in Landscapes3, Chester County's comprehensive 
plan. 
 

 

 

influenced the success of Re-
becca Lukens' steel mill operations over 200 years ago. Karen explains, 
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